The Alliance's mission to provide a voice and body for students of WPI of all sexual orientations and gender identities. Find out more at wpi.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/wpi-alliance or by emailing alliance-exec@wpi.edu.

To learn how to change your name and pronouns in Canvas, go to wpi.edu/+ODIME, click on “LGBTQ+ Support”, and scroll to “Academic & Career”.

*Within this brochure, you'll see variations of the LGBTQ+ acronym. We've added the plus sign to show that this acronym doesn't include all sexual and gender identities under the queer umbrella. The plus sign is meant to represent additional identities such as asexual, intersex, pansexual, two spirit, and many more. For a full list of identities, visit thesafezoneproject.com/resources/vocabulary/

THE ALLIANCE

WPI

Office of Diversity, Inclusion, and Multicultural Education

OASIS House
20 Schussler Road

Follow us!
@WPI_ODIME

508-831-5796
diversity@wpi.edu
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT + COUNSELING CENTER (SDCC)

The SDCC is located on Einhorn Rd and can be reached at 508-831-5540 or sdcc@wpi.edu.

HEALTH SERVICES

Health Services is located in the lower level of Stoddard C and can be reached at 508-831-5520.

GENDER INCLUSIVE RESTROOMS

Locations can be found on at maps.wpi.edu. In the menu, click on “Facilities” and then “Gender Inclusive Restrooms”.

RESIDENTIAL SERVICES

For more information on inclusive housing options, please go to housing.wpi.edu or email res-services@wpi.edu.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER (CDC)

For more information and resources on LGBTQ+ friendly employers and job searches, please go to wpi.edu/+cdc or email cdc@wpi.edu.

LIVED + LEGAL NAME

To learn how to change your lived name or gender identity in WPI systems, go to wpi.edu/+ODIME, click on “LGBTQ+ Support”, and scroll to “Lived Name”.

If you have legally changed your name and/or gender and want this reflected in your official student record, please complete the “Name/Gender Change Form” at wpi.edu/+registrar under “Forms”.